570	DEFINITIONS
Elementary facts belong to this category, e.g. that the
earth has a moon, that chlorine is an element, that the
greatest density of water is found to be 4.0 centigrade.
An accident is also irrational in spite of the fact that it
may sustain a subsequent rational explanation.
The irrational  is a factor  of  existence which may
certainly be pushed back indefinitely by an increasingly
elaborate and complicated rational explanation, but in so
doing the explanation finally becomes so extravagant and
overdone that it passes comprehension, thus reaching the
limits of rational  thought long before it can ever span
the whole world with the laws of reason,   A completely
rational explanation of an  actually existing object (not
one that is merely postulated) is a Utopian ideal.    Only
an object that has been postulated can also be completely
explained on rational grounds, since it has never contained
anything beyond what was postulated by rational thinking.
Empirical science also postulates rationally limited objects,
since its deliberate exclusion of the accidental allows no
consideration   of  the   real   object   as   a  whole;   hence
empirical observation   is   always   limited  to  that same
portion of the object which has been selected for rational
consideration.    Thus, both thinking and feeling as directed
functions are rational.   When these functions are concerned
not with a rationally determined choice of objects, or with
the qualities and relations of objects, but with the incidental
perceptions which the real object never lacks, they at once
lose the quality of direction, and therewith something of
their rational character, because they accept the accidental.
They begin to be irrational.    That thinking or feeling
which is directed according to accidental perceptions, and
is therefore irrational, is   either   intuitive or sensational.
Both intuition and sensation are psychological functions
which achieve their functional fulfilment in the absolute
perception of occurrences in general,    Hence, in accordance

